
Who's Your Angel: How Much Truth is Too Much? 

OPENING REMARKS: 

- Truthfulness and Honesty 

o Some may argue that truthfulness and honesty is the cornerstone upon which the 

American justice system is built; 

o Inextricably intertwined with the notion of justice is the assumption of 

truthfulness and candor. 

- Truth and Justice go Hand in Hand 

o Boy Scouts  across American pledge, amongst other things, to be “trustworthy, 

loyal and helpful”;  

o Superman sought to preserve “truth, justice and the American way”; 

o Indeed, truthfulness is so highly prized that once can be sentenced to prison for 

perjury or subornation of perjury.  

Tonight, Team 8 will spend time with Scout, a new California lawyer who has always 

been committed to the utmost candor and truthfulness. But now Scout faces the role of an 

advocate. As a practicing attorney, she must aggressive and zealously represent her clients’ 

interest, guarding their secrets and furthering their case. In doing so, Scout must grapple with a 

dilemma; what if aggressive advocacy calls for something less than full candor.  

 

ACT I: Is it ever okay to mislead your client? 

- Lying Client: Scout immediately realized that her client Melvin is lying.  

o Is Scout ethically required to take Melvin’s defense, even if she suspects him of 

lying to her? 

o If Melvin insists on testifying at trial, can she withdraw from the case? 



o Is it ethically permissibly for Scout to advance Melvin’s “identity theft” theory of 

defense? 

- Unsympathetic Client: Scout’s client Mildred, revealed at her deposition that she was a 

poor witness and not particularly sympathetic. 

o Must a lawyer be candid with his or her client even if it is detrimental to the 

overall case? 

o What if the lawyer felt that telling a nervous client about the poor performance at 

the deposition would simply make this client more nervous and less capably of 

testifying? 

o Is it ethical for a lawyer to tell a “white lie” like misrepresenting that a client did a 

good job at a deposition, if the lawyer reasonably believes the lie will further the 

client’s overall interest in the case? 

o Does it make a difference if the client asks the lawyer directly to evaluate his or 

her performance as a witness? 

o How does a lawyer’s fiduciary duty square with being less than candid with your 

client? 

- Lawyer’s Personal Beliefs, Likes and Dislikes: What role should an individual lawyer’s 

personal likes and dislikes, and assessments of morality play in discharging an advocate’s 

duty to his or her client? Is part of a lawyer’s role to be a moral compass for his or her 

client? Society in general? 

o Suppose Scout disapproves of the fact that Melvin is having an affair with a 

married woman? Should she tell him she disapproves? Should she let her 

disapproval effect her decision whether or not to take Melvin’s case? 



o Suppose Melvin was gay and Scout disapproved, should she tell him? Should she 

let the fact Melvin was gay effect her decision whether or not to take the case? 

o If a lawyer emotionally disfavors the personal or legal objectives of a client, like 

the Wantrocks, must the lawyer share his or her personal beliefs with the client? 

Is it ethical to conceal this information from the client? 

o What if during the course of the representation, a lawyer develops an emotional 

dislike of a client, similar to Scout’s hatred of the money hungry Wantrocks, is it 

ethical to continue the representation? Is an intense dislike sufficient grounds, in 

and of itself, to terminate the representation?  

 

AUTHORITIES: 

Candor with client 

When soliciting clients, and in any other communication, the attorney must not make any 

untrue statement or any false, deceptive or misleading statement.1 This is true both in the 

affirmative and in the negative, meaning that the attorney may not “omit any necessary facts so 

as to make the statement misleading.”2 In addition, the attorney has a duty of candor which has 

been explained in case law to mean that no attorney may attempt to deceive another person, 

regardless of whether harm is done, and that this practice of deceit involves moral turpitude.3  

The attorney also has a duty of competence to preclude the attorney from bringing a non-

meritorious claim. Rule 3-200 provides that an attorney only seek, accept or continue 

employment that is supported by probable cause and that is not intended to harass or maliciously 
                                                 
1  Cal. Rules Prof. Conduct, Rule 1-400.  
2  Id. 
3  McKinnery v. State Bar, 62 Cal.2d 194, 196 (1964); Culter v. State Bar of California, 71 
Cal.2d 241, 249 (1969); see also Coulello v. State of California, 45 Cal.2d 57 (1955); Hallinan v. 
State Bar of California, 33 Cal.2d 246 (1948).  Clearly, this duty applies not only with reference 
to the client but also with regard to the court, opposing counsel.  



injure another. The attorney may not put forth claims or defenses not well-founded in law and 

fact without a good faith argument to support it. The attorney also has a duty not to assert facts 

she knows to be false.4  

Diverging interests 

An attorney has a fiduciary duty to his client, meaning that a relation “exist[s] between 

parties to a transaction wherein one of the parties is duty bound to act with the utmost good faith 

in the benefit of the other party. Such a relation ordinarily arises when a confidence is reposed by 

one person in the integrity of another, and in such a relation the party in whom the confidence is 

reposed, if he [or she] voluntarily accepts or assumes to accept the confidence, can take no 

advantage from his [or her] acts relating to the interest of the other party without the latter’s 

knowledge or consent. . . . ”5 

An attorney may not seek, accept of continue employment where it is not substantiated 

by probable cause, thus an attorney may not prosecute any case that is not well-founded in law 

and fact without a good faith argument.6 The attorney also has a duty of candor to the court 

which may, at times, temper his or her “zealous representation” of the client.7 For example, 

                                                 
4  Cal. Rules Prof. Conduct, Rule 3-200; Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 6068(c). The ABA 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 3.1 & 4.4, also impose a duty to the legal system 
which requires both that the attorney bring only meritorious claims and that they not use 
inappropriate means in the representation of their client that embarrass, burden, delay  or violate 
legal rights. 
5  Barbara A. v. John G., 145 Cal.App.3d 369 (1983) (citing Herbert v. Lankershim, 9 
Cal.2d 409, 483 (1937); Bacon v. Soule, 19 Cal.App. 428, 434 (1912)).  
6  Id. at Rule 3-200; see also Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 6068.Subsection (c) provides that an 
attorney must counsel only just actions or defenses except if the client is charged with a public 
offense. Subsection (d) embodies the duty of candor and provides that may only do such things 
that are consistent with the truth.   A violation of these rules could subject the attorney to 
suspension or disbarment. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 6103.  
7  Id. at Rule 5-200. For a discussion of the duty of candor, and its application in questions 
about witnesses, client perjury, and citing authority, see Wendy Patrick Mazzarella, Lawyer’s 
Duty of Candor: Zealous representation can lead attorneys down a slippery slope right up to the 
ethical edge, CALIFORNIA BAR JOURNAL (April 2007), available at 
http://calbar.ca.gov/state/calbar/calbar_cbj.jsp?sCategoryPath=/Home/Attorney%20Resources/C



because the rules of professional conduct require that an attorney: (1) employ only those means 

that are “consistent with truth”; (2) may not attempt “to mislead the judge or jury” with false 

statement of fact or law; (3) cannot “intentionally misquote authority to a court”; and (4) may not 

“knowingly cite invalid authority.”8 Thus, even if it would benefit your client to do so, you are 

limited in the lengths you may go to in representing your client’s interests.  

Knowingly offering false witness testimony may even expose an attorney to criminal 

prosecution, in addition to discipline from the State Bar.9  The Supreme Court has held, in Nix v. 

Whiteside, that refusing to offer perjured testimony, either from a client or another to benefit 

your client, does not open up the attorney to a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.10 The 

court indicated that the attorney has several options when presented with this kind of situation: 

(1) try to talk the client out of presenting perjured testimony; (2) disclosure to the court after the 

defendant has presented perjured testimony; and (3) withdrawal when a client threatens to offer 

perjured testimony.11 In California, the court has held that the attorney’s best ethical option when 

faced with a client who intends to present perjured testimony is to permit the client to give 

unguided narrative testimony.12 

                                                                                                                                                             
alifornia%20Bar%20Journal/April2007&MONTH=April&YEAR=2007&sCatHtmlTitle=MCLE
%20Self-Study&sJournalCategory=YES. 
8  Cal. Rules Prof. Conduct, 5-200.  
9  People v. Davis, 48 Cal.2d 241, 257 (1957); In re Branch, 70 Cal.2d 200, 210-211 
(1969); Cal. Penal Code § 127. “Every person who willfully procures another person to commit 
perjury is guilty of subornation of perjury. . . .” and may be punished as if he had perjured 
himself, which includes a prison term of two, three or four years.  Cal. Penal Code §§ 126-27.  
10  475 U.S. 157 (where defendant, in presenting claim of self-defense shortly before trial 
that he’d seen something metallic in the victim’s hand and told his attorney that “[i]f I don’t say I 
saw a gun, I’m dead”, the defendant did not render ineffective assistance of counsel when he told 
his client he would tell the court and withdraw as his attorney if the client so perjured himself; 
the client did not present the perjured testimony as was convicted).  
11  Nix, supra 475 U.S. at 169-70.  
12  People v. Johnson, 62 Cal.App.4th 608 (1998) (finding it error when attorney told court 
he had an “ethical conflict” calling him as a witness and the court prevented the defendant from 
testifying).  



Other interests that must be disclosed to the client include when the attorney has a 

financial or other interest that would be impacted by the client’s litigation.13  

 

ACT II: Is it okay to mislead opposing counsel or the court? 

- Mediation/Settlement Conference: 

o What duty does a lawyer have to use “such means only as are consistent with the 

truth” in presenting a matter to a “tribunal” in the context of settlement 

discussions? 

o What if shading the truth significantly advances your client’s interests? 

o Mediation, settlement conferences are, by definition, a negotiation where each 

side must posture or negotiate in the hopes of reaching an agreement. Since 

everybody lies during a mediation, and everybody knows it, does that justify the 

practice? 

o Is it alright for Scout to exaggerate her client’s damages during the settlement 

conference? 

o Although not an outright like, can Golden Arches conceal or otherwise withhold 

information from the mediator or settlement conference judge regarding other 

cockroach cases it has been involved in? 

o Is it alright for Golden Arches to misrepresent to the settlement conference judge 

the extent of its settlement authority? 

o How do confidentiality guarantees which apply to mediations and settlement 

conferences factor in to this situation? Since anything you say at a mediation is 

                                                 
13  Cal. Rules Prof. Conduct 3-310(B)(4) provides that an attorney can’t accept or continue 
representation of a client without providing written disclosure when has or has had legal, 
business, financial or professional interest in the subject matter of the representation.  



confidential, there may be no effective deterrent which would motivate an 

advocate not to like. Is it okay to lie since you cannot get caught and it is unlikely 

there will be repercussions to you or your client?  

- Trial Conduct: 

o Scout does not want to tell opposing counsel who she intends to call as a witness 

the next day. Is it ever okay to withhold that information? 

o Is it ever permissible to mislead opposing counsel concerning witnesses you 

intend to call or evidence you intend to introduce? 

o What if it was crucial to your case that the other side not have advanced notice of 

certain significant evidence which would become ineffective if advance notice 

was given? 

o When pre-marking exhibits, is it ethical to hold out an exhibit counsel knows it 

will use in order to achieve a surprise? 

o In terms of professionalism and civility, and absent a court order or rule, why 

should an attorney agree to tell opposing counsel in advance what witnesses she 

intends to call at trial? 

o Is Atticus correct that a fair trial can only be had if both lawyers play fair? 

 

AUTHORITIES: 

Disclosing witnesses to the other side 

“The work product of an attorney is not discoverable unless the court determines that the 

denial of discovery will unfairly prejudice the party seeking discovery in preparing that party’s 

claim or defense or will result in an injustice.”14 California courts have held that the identity of 

                                                 
14  Cal. Civ. Code § 2080.030(b). 



nonexpert witnesses to be called at trial is entitled to qualified work product privilege and thus 

cannot be compelled without a showing of unfair prejudice to the party seeking discovery or that 

it will result in an injustice.15 The identity and location of person having knowledge of relevant 

facts, however, cannot be concealed under the attorney work product rule.16 

Furthermore, the court does have the authority to require that the parties exchange 

witness lists at the pre-trial conference.17 This authority comes from the court’s inherent power 

to manage its calendar. By disclosing the witnesses at the pre-trial, rather than during discovery, 

the court protects any interest that the parties might have in their attorneys’ work, but, because 

these lists would be disclosed later anyway, allows for smoother operation of the trial. 

Client’s decisions on how to deal with opposing counsel 

If there is a disagreement as to how the case should be handled, the lawyer should consult 

with the client and seek a mutually acceptable resolution of the disagreement. The lawyer, 

however, cannot “unlawfully obstruct another party’s access to evidence,” “counsel or assist a 

witness to testify falsely,” or “make a frivolous discovery request or fail to make reasonably 

diligent effort to comply with a legally proper discovery request by an opposing party,” even if 

asked to do so by his client.18 As a final resort, the lawyer is allowed to withdraw from 

representing a client if “the client has used the lawyer’s services to perpetrate a crime or fraud,” 

or even if “the client insists upon taking action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with which 

the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement.”19 

 
                                                 
15  See, e.g., Snyder v. Sup. Ct., 69 Cal. Rptr. 3d 600, 157 Cal. App. 4th 1530 (2007); In re 
Jeanette H., 275 Cal. Rptr. 9, 225 Cal. App. 3d 25 (1990); Long Beach v. Sup. Ct., 134 Cal. Rptr. 
468, 64 Cal. Ap. 3d 65 (1976). 
16  Aerojet-General Corp. v. Transport Indemnity Ins., 22 Cal. Rptr. 2d 862, 18 Cal. App. 
4th 996 (1993). 
17  In re Jeanette H., 275 Cal. Rptr. 9, 225 Cal. App. 3d 25 (1990). 
18  ABA Model Rules 3.4 (2008). 
19  ABA Model Rules 1.16(b)(3)-(4) (2008). 



Settlement 

In a criminal matter, an attorney is required to promptly communicate to the client “[a]ll 

terms and conditions of any offer made.”20 In civil matters, however, the attorney is required to 

promptly communicate “[a]ll amounts, terms, and conditions of any written offer of 

settlement.”21 Even in a civil matter, however, the attorney must communicate any oral offer of 

settlement if it is “significant.”22 

Statements made during settlement negotiations are trickier. Under ABA Model Rules, a 

lawyer shall not knowingly “make a false statement of material fact . . . to a third person.”23 

However, the Rules clarify that “[e]stimates of price or value placed on the subject of a 

transaction and a party’s intentions as to an acceptable settlement of a claim” are ordinarily not 

considered “statements of material fact.”24 As such, a lawyer is not required to disclose how 

much settlement authority he or she has. Moreover, arguably, the lawyer is also not doing 

anything unethical even if the lawyer flat out lies about how much authority he or she has. 

Other statutes which relate to mediation and settlement complicate matters. For example, 

“[a]nything said, any admission made, or any writing that is inadmissible, protected from 

disclosure, and confidential under [the relevant chapter of the Evidence Code] before a mediation 

ends, shall remain inadmissible, protected from disclosure, and confidential to the same extent 

after the mediation ends.”25 

Disclosing controlling authority 

Under the ABA Model Rules, a lawyer is not allowed to knowingly “fail to disclose to 

the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdiction known to the lawyer to be directly 
                                                 
20  Cal. R. Prof. Conduct 3-510(A)(1) (2004) (emphasis added). 
21  Id. at 3-510(A)(2) (emphasis added). 
22  Id. at 3-500 (emphasis added). 
23  ABA Model Rules 4.1(a) (2008). 
24  ABA Model Rules 4.1 cmt. 2 (2008). 
25  Cal. Evid. Code § 1126.  



adverse to the position of the client and not disclosed by opposing client.”26 However, this 

implies that as long as the lawyer can distinguish the case, there is no obligation to disclose. The 

California Rules of Professional Conduct also serve to regulate the disclosure of controlling 

authority. Rule 5-200 provides that an attorney will present in front of the court using only those 

means that are consistent with the truth and shall not act to mislead the judge, judicial officer or 

jury through a false statement of the law or fact, nor shall the attorney intentionally misquote a 

source or knowingly cite invalid authority.27  

 

ACT III: Is it ever okay to mislead the court or the jury?  

- VOIR DIRE: Voir dire is the only opportunity Scout will have for a one-on-one 

exchange with the jury during trial. Has Scout’s aggressive advocacy conflicted with her 

ethical duties to the court? 

o Is establishing a rapport with the jurors a bona fide purpose of voir dire? 

o Is preconditioning the jurors a bona fide purpose of voir dire? 

o Is it ethical to attempt to precondition the jury so long as you can articulate some 

other dominant purpose?  

o Does a lawyer have the ethical duty to attempt to precondition a jury as a means 

of advancing his client’s interest within the bounds permitted by the law? 

o What if instead of preconditioning a jury to your client’s side of the case, the 

lawyer attempted to have the jury nullified by emphasizing irrelevant or otherwise 
                                                 
26  ABA Model Rules 3.3(a)(2) (2008). 
27  Cal. Rule of Prof. Conduct 5-200 provides that “[i]n presenting a matter to a tribunal, a 
member: (b) shall not seek to mislead the judge, judicial officer, or jury by an artifice or false 
statement of fact or law.” See also Mendez v. Superior Court, 162 Cal. App.4th 827 (2009) 
(observing that “‘“ [c]ounsel should not forget that they are officers of the court, and while it is 
their duty to protect and defend the interests of their clients, the obligation is equally imperative 
to aid the court in avoiding error and in determining the cause in accordance with justice and the 
established rules of practice.”’”)  



improper matter? [playing the race card, playing on the sympathy of the accused, 

urging an acquittal on the basis that the victim was a bad person and deserved it] 

o Golden Arches’ counsel does not want elderly women on his jury because he is 

concerned that they will be too sympathetic to Wantrocks. Is he justified in using 

his peremptory challenge to knock them all off the jury? 

o Would it be different if Golden Arches’ counsel could articulate a legitimate 

reason for exercising a peremptory challenge even though the primary motivation 

was to remove elderly women? 

 

AUTHORITIES: 

Peremptory challenges 

While an attorney may remove a person from the jury because they are believed to be 

unsympathetic or prejudiced, without specific grounds to challenge for cause, an attorney has 

been historically permitted to use peremptory challenges.28  However, an attorney may not 

exercise her peremptory challenges for the systematic exclusion of persons of a particular race, 

gender, or other cognizable group from jury service.29 To do so violates both the U.S. and 

California Constitution.30  

To make a Batson challenge to a peremptory strike, (1) the opposing party must make out 

a prima facie showing of racial or gender discrimination demonstrating that the circumstances 

raise an inference of purposeful discrimination31; (2) the proponent of the strike may then offer a 

                                                 
28  People v. Johnson, 47 Cal.3d 1194, 1215 (1989) (citing peremptory challenges “as a 
valuable safety valve in jury selection”).  
29  People .v Wheeler, 22 Cal.3d 258, 276-78 (1978).  
30  People v. Burgener, 29 Cal.4th 833, 863 (2003); see also Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 
79, 89 (1986); J.E.B. v. Alabama ex re. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 129 (1994).  
31  Johnson v. California, 545 U.S. 162, 168 (2005); People v. Gray, 37 Cal.4th 168, 186 
(2005).  



race/gender-neutral explanation for the strike32; (3) the court then decides if the opposing party 

has proved discrimination33. 

While the Supreme Court has not yet considered whether a “mixed-motives” analysis 

may be applied under the Batson tests to determine if there is a “neutral” explanation for the 

peremptory challenge, federal circuit courts have applied the test in similar circumstances.34 

Under the mixed motives analysis, “an action partially motivated by an improper purpose is 

nonetheless valid if the alleged offender would have taken the same action in the absence of the 

improper motive.”35 Because the court found that one of the reasons given for the peremptory 

challenge was permissible, it upheld a peremptory challenge that was partially based on national 

origin.36 

Voir dire 

Questions not relevant to the recognized purposes of voir dire are improper. An objection 

lies on the ground the voir dire question is “not likely to provide information useful in exercising 

a peremptory challenge or establishing a challenge for cause.”37 An improper question is “any 

question which, as its dominant purpose, attempts to precondition the prospective jurors to a 

particular result, indoctrinate the jury, or question the prospective jurors concerning the 

pleadings or the applicable law.”38 

                                                 
32  Rice v. Collins, 546 U.S. 333, 338 (2006); People v. Ledesma, 39 Cal.4th 641, 677 
(2006); see also Purkett v. Elem, 514 U.S. 765, 768 (1995) (stating that to rebut the prima facie 
showing, the proponent of the strike must do more than deny discriminatory motive, he must 
present a nondiscriminatory purpose for the strike).  
33  Purkett, 514 U.S. at 767.  
34  See Rico v. Lefridge-Byrd, 340 F.3d 178, 185-86 (3d Cir. 2003) (upholding the 
peremptory strike of an Italian-American who feared the mob); see also Kesser v. Cambra, 465 
F.3d 351, 373-74 (9th Cir. 2006).  
35  Rico, supra n. 34, 340 F.3d at 186.  
36  Id. 
37  See People v. Williams, 29 Cal.3d 392, 407 (1981).  
38  Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 222.5. 



Thus, it is not the function of voir dire to (1) education the jury about the facts of the 

case; (2) compel jurors to commit themselves to vote a particular way; (3) prejudice the jury for 

or against a particular party; (4) argue the case; or (5) instruct the jury on matters of law.39 

 

                                                 
39  Rousseau v. West Coast House Movers, 256 Cal.App.2d 878, 882 (1967); see also People 
v. Williams, 29 Cal.3d 392, 408 fn. 12 (1981).  


